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 A hauntingly moving 'Carol' from STC  
The haunting aspects of Charles Dickens' ghost story known as "A Christmas Carol" can go 

unnoticed. With all the singing, dancing and redemption happening, you can almost miss the fact 

that most of the story takes place in a ghostly netherworld in which Ebenezer Scrooge is an 

unseen spirit. 

 

In the new Sacramento Theatre Company production, the continual use of fog machines sending 

smoke billowing across the stage gave the story's paranormal leaning more than its due. The 

heavy-handed special effect didn't get in the way of Dickens' purpose, though, and the far-

reaching humanity and sentiment of the story came through the thick banks of fog on the STC 

stage. 

 

Playwright Richard Hellesen's literate adaptation has become a standard throughout the country 

with its strong sense of Dickens' time and place. We're always reminded of the social realities of 

Victorian-era London even as we hear the masterfully adapted music by the late composer David 

de Berry. Director Philip Charles Sneed has built on his solid production from last year, subtly 

enhancing the narrative's emotionally charged dynamics. 

 

This year's Scrooge, David Silberman, gives a solid performance as he moves from the grayed, 

sneering skinflint to the bright, buoyant reclaimed soul. Silberman's stiff, unfeeling Scrooge is 

contrasted with George Schau's loose nephew Fred, the energetic Orlana Klip as his wife and a 

lively Zack Sapunor as the jovial Topper. 

 

The Cratchit family, led by Gillen Morrison as Bob, Scrooge's overworked clerk, and Michele 

Hillen as his wife, Mrs. Cratchit, provides the production's most memorable moments. Morrison 

and Hillen both have an emotional immediacy that makes the Cratchit family scenes powerfully 

moving experiences. The other family members at the Sunday matinee included Becca Scott as 

daughter Martha (Scott was also quite effective as Belle, Scrooge's lost love), Corey Porter as 

Peter and Brian Grossman as Tiny Tim. 

 

The busy ensemble included Mark Standriff as the Ghost of Christmas Present and the party- 

giver Fezziwig; Don Hayden as the Ghost of Jacob Marley and Old Joe; and Mary Baird as Mrs. 

Fezziwig and Belle the Matron. 

 

This especially stirring production marks a fitting goodbye to director Sneed, who moves on to 

the Colorado Shakespeare Festival. 


